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Source : www.livemint.com Date : 2020-10-05

INDIA SUCCESSFULLY TEST-FIRES NEW VERSION OF
NUCLEAR-CAPABLE SHAURYA MISSILE

Relevant for: Science & Technology | Topic: Defence related developments

In a major success amid the ongoing border crisis with China, India on Saturday successfully
test-fired a new version of nuclear-capable Shaurya missile off the coast of Odisha, which can
strike targets at around 800 kms.

The new version of the missile was testfired successfully and would be inducted in the strategic
forces to complement one of the existing missiles in the same class, top government sources
told ANI.

The missile would be lighter and easier to operate in comparison with the existing missile, the
sources added.

In the last phase while moving close to its target, the missile moves at hypersonic speeds, the
sources said further.

The Defence Research and Development Organisation (DRDO) has been working towards
completing total self-reliance in the field of strategic missiles and has enhanced its efforts further
after the call of Aatmanirbhar Bharat by Prime Minister Narendra Modi in the defence sector
earlier this year, the sources said.

India also successfully testfired the BrahMos supersonic cruise missile which can hit targets at
over 400 km strike range which is at least more than 100 kms from the previous capability of the
missile.

This story has been published from a wire agency feed without modifications to the text.
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Source : www.livemint.com Date : 2020-10-06

WANT INDIA TO BECOME GLOBAL HUB FOR
ARTIFICIAL INTELLIGENCE: PM MODI

Relevant for: Science & Technology | Topic: Robotics & Artificial Intelligence

In a first, the union govt has organized a five-day virtual global summit to kickstart discussion on
the creation of robust AI-powered public infrastructure to benefit India as well as other nations

Prime Minister Narendra Modi on Monday said that artificial intelligence (AI) can play a crucial
role in developing solutions in agriculture, creating next generation urban infrastructure, as well
as for making disaster management systems in the country stronger.

Speaking at the Responsible AI for Social Empowerment (RAISE) 2020 summit, PM Modi said
that while he wants India to become a global hub for AI, it is also a collective responsibility of the
nation to protect the world from misuse of AI by non-state actors such as cyber criminals,
terrorists, among others.

“It remains our collective responsibility to ensure trust in how AI is used. Algorithm Transparency
is key to establishing this trust. Equally important is accountability. We must protect the world
against weaponisation of AI by non-state actors," he said.

In a first, the union government has organized a five-day virtual global summit to kickstart
discussion on the creation of robust AI-powered public infrastructure to benefit India as well as
other nations. So far, representatives from 137 countries have registered to participate in the
summit. Experts across the world are expected to deliberate over strategies to use AI for social
benefit and for empowering communities over the course of the summit. For instance, AI driven
platforms can predict, prevent and reduce potential accidents on the roads, thereby saving lives.
Similarly, it can play a crucial role in healthcare and education.

The RAISE summit will also give opportunity to top 15 startups will be given an opportunity to
showcase their AI solution on a global platform. Last month, the Centre had launched an AI
Solutions Challenge to support and encourage small new-age firms to innovate, grow and
develop solutions to challenges in healthcare, education, agriculture, smart mobility,
transportation and natural language processing.

“The teamwork of AI with humans can do wonders for our planet…We want India to become
global hub of AI. Our bright minds are already working towards it," the Prime Minister said,
adding that there should be no doubt that human creativity and human emotion will continue to
remain mankind’s greatest strength and will have unique advantage over machines.

“We are sure India is capable of building a large AI ecosystem. It will help us promote a large
scale of skilled professionals who will be there to mange India’s and the world’s AI ecosystem,"
information technology minister Ravi Shankar Prasad said.
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Source : www.pib.gov.in Date : 2020-10-06

PRIME MINISTER INAUGURATES RAISE 2020 - A MEGA
VIRTUAL SUMMIT ON ARTIFICIAL INTELLIGENCE

Relevant for: Science & Technology | Topic: Robotics & Artificial Intelligence

Prime Minister Shri Narendra Modi  inaugurated RAISE 2020, a Mega Virtual Summit on
Artificial Intelligence (AI) today. RAISE 2020 is a global meeting of minds to exchange ideas and
chart a course for using AI for social transformation, inclusion and empowerment in areas like
Healthcare, Agriculture, Education and Smart Mobility, among other sectors.

The Prime Minister praised the organizers for encouraging discussion on Artificial Intelligence.
He said Technology has transformed our workplaces and has improved connectivity. He hoped
the merger between  social responsibility and AI would enrich AI with human touch. He said the
teamwork of AI with humans can do wonders for our planet.

He pointed that India has led the world in knowledge & learning and will continue to digitally
excel  and delight the world.

Shri Modi said India has experienced how technology helps in improving transparency and
service delivery.

The Prime Minister stressed how the world's largest unique identity system - Aadhaar along with
the world's most innovative digital payments system - UPI has enabled providing access to
digital services, including financial services, like Direct Cash Transfers to the poor and
marginalised. During the pandemic, it has enabled in reaching out to people with help, at the
earliest and in the most efficient manner.

The Prime Minister wished India to become a global hub for Artificial Intelligence and hoped
many more Indians would start working on this in the times to come. He said the approach
towards this goal is powered by core principles of: Teamwork, Trust, Collaboration,
Responsibility and Inclusivity.

The Prime Minister said India has recently adopted the National Education Policy 2020, which
focuses on technology-based learning and skilling as a major part of education. He added E-
courses will also be developed in various regional languages and dialects. This whole effort will
benefit from Natural Language Processing (NLP) capabilities of AI platforms. He said under the
‘Responsible AI for Youth’ program launched in April 2020, more than 11,000 students from
schools completed the basic course. They are now building their AI projects.

The Prime Minister said the National Educational Technology Forum will create an e-Education
unit to boost the digital infrastructure, digital content and capacity. He elaborated the steps taken
to keep pace with the emerging technologies like setting up of Virtual labs, Atal Innovation
Mission.

He said the National Programme on Artificial Intelligence will be dedicated for solving problems
of society.

Shri Modi listed the sectors in which he envisions a big role for AI - agriculture, creating next
generation urban infrastructure, addressing urban issues like: reducing traffic jams, improving
sewage systems and laying energy grids, making disaster management systems stronger and
solving the problem of climate change. He suggested using AI to seamlessly bridge language
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barriers and preserve the diversity of languages and dialects. He also suggested using AI for
knowledge sharing.

The Prime Minister said Algorithm Transparency is key to establishing trust in how AI is used
and it remains our collective responsibility to ensure it.

He urged to protect the world against weaponization of AI by Non-State Actors. He said human
creativity and human emotions continue to be our greatest strength and are our unique
advantage over machines. He urged everyone to think about how this intellectual edge over
machines can be retained and ensure human intelligence is always a few steps ahead of AI. He
said we should think about how AI can help humans to increase their own capacities.

The Prime Minister said AI will unlock the unique potential of each person and will empower
them to contribute more effectively to the society. He urged the participants at RAISE 2020 to
exchange ideas and chart a common course for the adoption of Artificial Intelligence. He wished
that the Action Roadmap for Responsible AI created out of the discussion would help in
transforming the  lives and livelihoods of people across the world.

***

VRRK/AK

Prime Minister Shri Narendra Modi  inaugurated RAISE 2020, a Mega Virtual Summit on
Artificial Intelligence (AI) today. RAISE 2020 is a global meeting of minds to exchange ideas and
chart a course for using AI for social transformation, inclusion and empowerment in areas like
Healthcare, Agriculture, Education and Smart Mobility, among other sectors.

The Prime Minister praised the organizers for encouraging discussion on Artificial Intelligence.
He said Technology has transformed our workplaces and has improved connectivity. He hoped
the merger between  social responsibility and AI would enrich AI with human touch. He said the
teamwork of AI with humans can do wonders for our planet.

He pointed that India has led the world in knowledge & learning and will continue to digitally
excel  and delight the world.

Shri Modi said India has experienced how technology helps in improving transparency and
service delivery.

The Prime Minister stressed how the world's largest unique identity system - Aadhaar along with
the world's most innovative digital payments system - UPI has enabled providing access to
digital services, including financial services, like Direct Cash Transfers to the poor and
marginalised. During the pandemic, it has enabled in reaching out to people with help, at the
earliest and in the most efficient manner.

The Prime Minister wished India to become a global hub for Artificial Intelligence and hoped
many more Indians would start working on this in the times to come. He said the approach
towards this goal is powered by core principles of: Teamwork, Trust, Collaboration,
Responsibility and Inclusivity.

The Prime Minister said India has recently adopted the National Education Policy 2020, which
focuses on technology-based learning and skilling as a major part of education. He added E-
courses will also be developed in various regional languages and dialects. This whole effort will
benefit from Natural Language Processing (NLP) capabilities of AI platforms. He said under the
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‘Responsible AI for Youth’ program launched in April 2020, more than 11,000 students from
schools completed the basic course. They are now building their AI projects.

The Prime Minister said the National Educational Technology Forum will create an e-Education
unit to boost the digital infrastructure, digital content and capacity. He elaborated the steps taken
to keep pace with the emerging technologies like setting up of Virtual labs, Atal Innovation
Mission.

He said the National Programme on Artificial Intelligence will be dedicated for solving problems
of society.

Shri Modi listed the sectors in which he envisions a big role for AI - agriculture, creating next
generation urban infrastructure, addressing urban issues like: reducing traffic jams, improving
sewage systems and laying energy grids, making disaster management systems stronger and
solving the problem of climate change. He suggested using AI to seamlessly bridge language
barriers and preserve the diversity of languages and dialects. He also suggested using AI for
knowledge sharing.

The Prime Minister said Algorithm Transparency is key to establishing trust in how AI is used
and it remains our collective responsibility to ensure it.

He urged to protect the world against weaponization of AI by Non-State Actors. He said human
creativity and human emotions continue to be our greatest strength and are our unique
advantage over machines. He urged everyone to think about how this intellectual edge over
machines can be retained and ensure human intelligence is always a few steps ahead of AI. He
said we should think about how AI can help humans to increase their own capacities.

The Prime Minister said AI will unlock the unique potential of each person and will empower
them to contribute more effectively to the society. He urged the participants at RAISE 2020 to
exchange ideas and chart a common course for the adoption of Artificial Intelligence. He wished
that the Action Roadmap for Responsible AI created out of the discussion would help in
transforming the  lives and livelihoods of people across the world.

***

VRRK/AK
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Source : www.pib.gov.in Date : 2020-10-06

TEXT OF PM’S ADDRESS AT THE INAUGURATION OF
'RESPONSIBLE AI FOR SOCIAL EMPOWERMENT 2020'
SUMMIT

Relevant for: Science & Technology | Topic: Robotics & Artificial Intelligence

Distinguished guests from India and abroad, Namaste!

Welcome to RAISE Responsible AI for Social Empowerment Summit. This is a great effort to
encourage discussion on Artificial Intelligence. You all have rightly highlighted aspects relating to
technology and human empowerment. Technology has transformed our work places. It has
improved connectivity. Time and again, technology has helped us solve key challenges. I am
sure this merge between social responsibility and AI will enrich AI with human touch.

 

Friends, 

Artificial intelligence is a tribute to human intellectual power. The power to think enabled humans
to make tools and technologies. Today, these tools and technologies have also acquired the
power to learn and think! In this, one key emerging technology is AI. The teamwork of AI with
humans can do wonders for our planet.

 

Friends,

At every step of history, India has led the world in knowledge and learning. In today's age of IT
as well, India is making outstanding contributions. Some of the brightest tech leaders belong to
India. India has also proved to be the power-house of the global IT services Industry. We will
continue to digitally excel and delight the world.

 

Friends,

In India, we have experienced that technology improves transparency and service delivery. We
are home to the world's largest unique identity system- Aadhaar. We also have the world's most
innovative digital payments system-UPI. This has enabled providing access to digital services,
including financial services, like Direct Cash Transfers to the poor and marginalised. In the
pandemic situation, we saw how India's digital readiness was of great help. We reached out to
people with help, at the earliest and in the most efficient manner. India is rapidly expanding its
optical fibre network. The aim is to provide every village with high speed internet connectivity.

 

Friends,

Now, we want India to become a global hub for AI.  Many Indians are already working on this. I
hope many more do so in the times to come. Our approach to this is powered by core principles
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of: Teamwork, Trust, Collaboration, Responsibility and Inclusivity.

 

Friends,

India has recently adopted the National Education Policy 2020.  It focuses on technology-
based learning and skilling as a major part of education.  E-courses will also be developed in
various regional languages and dialects. This whole effort will benefit from  Natural Language
Processing  (NLP)  capabilities of AI platforms. We launched Responsible AI for Youth program
this year in April, under this programme, more than 11000 students from schools completed the
basic course.  They are now building their AI projects.

 

Friends,

The National Educational Technology Forum (NETF) is being formed. This will create an

e-Education unit to boost the digital infrastructure, digital content and capacity. Virtual  labs are
being established to provide hands-on experience to learners. We have also launched the Atal
Innovation Mission to promote a culture of innovation and entrepreneurship. Through these
steps, we aim to keep pace with emerging technologies  for people's benefit.

 

Friends.

I would also like to mention about the National Programme on Artificial Intelligence. This will
be dedicated towards rightful use of AI for solving problems of society. It will be implemented
with the support of all stakeholders. RAISE can be a platform to brain storm in this regard.  I
invite all of you to actively participate in these efforts. 

Friends,

 There are a few challenges that I would like to pose to this august audience. Can we use
Artificial Intelligence for the optimal management of our assets and resources? At some places,
resources are idle. While in other place, there is a shortage of resources. Can we dynamically
reallocate them to find optimal use? Can we delight our citizens with proactive and prompt
delivery of services at their doorsteps.?

 

Friends,

The future belongs to the youth. And, every youngster matters. Each child has unique talents,
capabilities and aptitudes. At times, the right person ends up at the wrong place.

There is a way we can change that. How about every child observing him or herself while
growing up? Can parents, teachers and friends- carefully observe children? Observe them from
their childhood to the start of adulthood. And, keep a record of them. This will go a long way in
helping a child discover his or her natural calling. Those observations can be effective guiding
forces for youngsters. Can we have a system which gives an analytic report on the aptitude of
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each child?  This would open doors of opportunity for many youngsters.  Such human resource
mapping will have long-lasting benefits, in governments and businesses.

 

Friends,

 I see a big role for AI in empowering Agriculture, healthcare.  Creating next generation urban
infrastructure. And, addressing urban issues like: reducing traffic jams. Improving sewage
systems and Laying our energy grids.  It can be used for making our disaster management
systems stronger. It can even be used to solve the problem of climate change.

 

Friends,

Our planet is blessed with several languages.  In India, we have several languages and dialects.
Such diversity makes us a better society. As Professor Raj Reddy just suggested, why not use
AI to seamlessly bridge language barriers. Let us think about simple and effective ways of how
AI can empower Divyang sisters and brothers.

 

Friends,

Why not use AI for knowledge sharing? There are few things as empowering as making
knowledge, information and skills easily accessible.

 

Friends,

It remains our collective responsibility to ensure trust in how AI is used.  Algorithm Transparency
is key to establishing this Trust.  Equally important is accountability. We must protect the world
against weaponistion of AI by Non-State Actors.

 

Friends,

While we discuss AI, let also have no doubts that human creativity and Human emotions
continue to be our greatest strength. They are our unique advantage over machines.  the
smartest of AI cannot solve mankind's problems without blending with our intellect and empathy.
We should also think of how we will retain this intellectual edge over machines? We should
ensure that we take care so that human intelligence is always a few steps ahead of AI. We
should think about how AI can help humans to increase their own capacities. I want to state
again:- AI will unlock the unique potential of each person. It will empower them to contribute
more effectively to the society.

 

Friends,
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Here at RAISE 2020, we have created a global forum for the world's leading stakeholders. Let
us exchange ideas and chart a common course for the adoption of Artificial Intelligence. It is
critical that all of us work together as partners for this. I thank you for coming together to
participate in this truly global event. I wish the Global Summit all success. I am sure that the
discussions over the next four days will help create an Action Roadmap for Responsible AI. A
roadmap that can truly help transform lives and livelihoods across the world. My best wishes to
you all.

Thank you.

Thank you very much.

***

VRRK/SH

Distinguished guests from India and abroad, Namaste!

Welcome to RAISE Responsible AI for Social Empowerment Summit. This is a great effort to
encourage discussion on Artificial Intelligence. You all have rightly highlighted aspects relating to
technology and human empowerment. Technology has transformed our work places. It has
improved connectivity. Time and again, technology has helped us solve key challenges. I am
sure this merge between social responsibility and AI will enrich AI with human touch.

 

Friends, 

Artificial intelligence is a tribute to human intellectual power. The power to think enabled humans
to make tools and technologies. Today, these tools and technologies have also acquired the
power to learn and think! In this, one key emerging technology is AI. The teamwork of AI with
humans can do wonders for our planet.

 

Friends,

At every step of history, India has led the world in knowledge and learning. In today's age of IT
as well, India is making outstanding contributions. Some of the brightest tech leaders belong to
India. India has also proved to be the power-house of the global IT services Industry. We will
continue to digitally excel and delight the world.

 

Friends,

In India, we have experienced that technology improves transparency and service delivery. We
are home to the world's largest unique identity system- Aadhaar. We also have the world's most
innovative digital payments system-UPI. This has enabled providing access to digital services,
including financial services, like Direct Cash Transfers to the poor and marginalised. In the
pandemic situation, we saw how India's digital readiness was of great help. We reached out to
people with help, at the earliest and in the most efficient manner. India is rapidly expanding its
optical fibre network. The aim is to provide every village with high speed internet connectivity.
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Friends,

Now, we want India to become a global hub for AI.  Many Indians are already working on this. I
hope many more do so in the times to come. Our approach to this is powered by core principles
of: Teamwork, Trust, Collaboration, Responsibility and Inclusivity.

 

Friends,

India has recently adopted the National Education Policy 2020.  It focuses on technology-
based learning and skilling as a major part of education.  E-courses will also be developed in
various regional languages and dialects. This whole effort will benefit from  Natural Language
Processing  (NLP)  capabilities of AI platforms. We launched Responsible AI for Youth program
this year in April, under this programme, more than 11000 students from schools completed the
basic course.  They are now building their AI projects.

 

Friends,

The National Educational Technology Forum (NETF) is being formed. This will create an

e-Education unit to boost the digital infrastructure, digital content and capacity. Virtual  labs are
being established to provide hands-on experience to learners. We have also launched the Atal
Innovation Mission to promote a culture of innovation and entrepreneurship. Through these
steps, we aim to keep pace with emerging technologies  for people's benefit.

 

Friends.

I would also like to mention about the National Programme on Artificial Intelligence. This will
be dedicated towards rightful use of AI for solving problems of society. It will be implemented
with the support of all stakeholders. RAISE can be a platform to brain storm in this regard.  I
invite all of you to actively participate in these efforts. 

Friends,

 There are a few challenges that I would like to pose to this august audience. Can we use
Artificial Intelligence for the optimal management of our assets and resources? At some places,
resources are idle. While in other place, there is a shortage of resources. Can we dynamically
reallocate them to find optimal use? Can we delight our citizens with proactive and prompt
delivery of services at their doorsteps.?

 

Friends,

The future belongs to the youth. And, every youngster matters. Each child has unique talents,
capabilities and aptitudes. At times, the right person ends up at the wrong place.
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There is a way we can change that. How about every child observing him or herself while
growing up? Can parents, teachers and friends- carefully observe children? Observe them from
their childhood to the start of adulthood. And, keep a record of them. This will go a long way in
helping a child discover his or her natural calling. Those observations can be effective guiding
forces for youngsters. Can we have a system which gives an analytic report on the aptitude of
each child?  This would open doors of opportunity for many youngsters.  Such human resource
mapping will have long-lasting benefits, in governments and businesses.

 

Friends,

 I see a big role for AI in empowering Agriculture, healthcare.  Creating next generation urban
infrastructure. And, addressing urban issues like: reducing traffic jams. Improving sewage
systems and Laying our energy grids.  It can be used for making our disaster management
systems stronger. It can even be used to solve the problem of climate change.

 

Friends,

Our planet is blessed with several languages.  In India, we have several languages and dialects.
Such diversity makes us a better society. As Professor Raj Reddy just suggested, why not use
AI to seamlessly bridge language barriers. Let us think about simple and effective ways of how
AI can empower Divyang sisters and brothers.

 

Friends,

Why not use AI for knowledge sharing? There are few things as empowering as making
knowledge, information and skills easily accessible.

 

Friends,

It remains our collective responsibility to ensure trust in how AI is used.  Algorithm Transparency
is key to establishing this Trust.  Equally important is accountability. We must protect the world
against weaponistion of AI by Non-State Actors.

 

Friends,

While we discuss AI, let also have no doubts that human creativity and Human emotions
continue to be our greatest strength. They are our unique advantage over machines.  the
smartest of AI cannot solve mankind's problems without blending with our intellect and empathy.
We should also think of how we will retain this intellectual edge over machines? We should
ensure that we take care so that human intelligence is always a few steps ahead of AI. We
should think about how AI can help humans to increase their own capacities. I want to state
again:- AI will unlock the unique potential of each person. It will empower them to contribute
more effectively to the society.
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Friends,

Here at RAISE 2020, we have created a global forum for the world's leading stakeholders. Let
us exchange ideas and chart a common course for the adoption of Artificial Intelligence. It is
critical that all of us work together as partners for this. I thank you for coming together to
participate in this truly global event. I wish the Global Summit all success. I am sure that the
discussions over the next four days will help create an Action Roadmap for Responsible AI. A
roadmap that can truly help transform lives and livelihoods across the world. My best wishes to
you all.

Thank you.

Thank you very much.

***

VRRK/SH
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Source : www.pib.gov.in Date : 2020-10-06

FLIGHT TESTING OF DRDO’S LASER GUIDED ATGM
Relevant for: Science & Technology | Topic: Defence related developments

The indigenously developed Laser Guided Anti Tank Guided Missile (ATGM) was successfully
test fired today on 1st Oct 2020 defeating a target located at longer range. The test was
conducted from MBT Arjun at KK ranges (ACC&S) Ahmednagar in continuation of successful
trial done on 22nd Sep 2020.

The ATGM employs a tandem HEAT warhead to defeat Explosive Reactive Armour (ERA)
protected armoured vehicles in ranges from 1.5 to 5 km. It has been developed with multiple-
platform launch capability and is currently undergoing technical evaluation trials from 120 mm
rifled gun of MBT Arjun.

This Laser Guided Missile has been developed by Armament R&D Establishment (ARDE), Pune
in association with High Energy Materials Research Laboratory (HEMRL), Pune and Instruments
Research & Development Establishment (IRDE), Dehradun.

Raksha Mantri Shri Rajnath Singh congratulated DRDO for this successful feat. Secretary DD
R&D and Chairman DRDO congratulated DRDO personnel for this achievement which paves
the way for Atmanirbhar Bharat pledge of Hon’ble Prime Minister Shri Narendra Modi.

 

ABB/Nampi/KA/Rajib

The indigenously developed Laser Guided Anti Tank Guided Missile (ATGM) was successfully
test fired today on 1st Oct 2020 defeating a target located at longer range. The test was
conducted from MBT Arjun at KK ranges (ACC&S) Ahmednagar in continuation of successful
trial done on 22nd Sep 2020.

The ATGM employs a tandem HEAT warhead to defeat Explosive Reactive Armour (ERA)
protected armoured vehicles in ranges from 1.5 to 5 km. It has been developed with multiple-
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platform launch capability and is currently undergoing technical evaluation trials from 120 mm
rifled gun of MBT Arjun.

This Laser Guided Missile has been developed by Armament R&D Establishment (ARDE), Pune
in association with High Energy Materials Research Laboratory (HEMRL), Pune and Instruments
Research & Development Establishment (IRDE), Dehradun.

Raksha Mantri Shri Rajnath Singh congratulated DRDO for this successful feat. Secretary DD
R&D and Chairman DRDO congratulated DRDO personnel for this achievement which paves
the way for Atmanirbhar Bharat pledge of Hon’ble Prime Minister Shri Narendra Modi.

 

ABB/Nampi/KA/Rajib
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Source : www.livemint.com Date : 2020-10-06

INDIA TEST FIRES BRAHMOS SUPERSONIC CRUISE
MISSILE

Relevant for: Science & Technology | Topic: Defence related developments

The BrahMos cruise missile travels at a speed of Mach 2.8, nearly three times that of sound

NEW DELHI : India on Wednesday successfully test fired the supersonic cruise missile BrahMos
having a range of around 400 km, officials said.

The BrahMos cruise missile travels at a speed of Mach 2.8, nearly three times that of sound.

The test firing of the missile was carried out by the Defence Research and Development
Organisation (DRDO) off the coast of Balasore in Odisha, the officials said.

BrahMos Aerospace, an India-Russian joint venture, produces the supersonic cruise missile that
can be launched from submarines, ships, aircraft, or from land platforms.
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MAKING AI WORK FOR INDIA
Relevant for: Science & Technology | Topic: Robotics & Artificial Intelligence

Written by Abhishek Singh

The RAISE 2020 summit (Responsible AI for Social Empowerment) has brought issues around
artificial intelligence (AI) to the centre of policy discussions. Countries across the world are
making efforts to be part of the AI-led digital economy, which is estimated to contribute around
$15.7 trillion to the global economy by 2030. India, with its “AI for All” strategy, a vast pool of AI-
trained workforce and an emerging startup ecosystem, has a unique opportunity to be a major
contributor to AI-driven solutions that can revolutionise healthcare, agriculture, manufacturing,
education and skilling.

AI is the branch of computer science concerned with developing machines that can complete
tasks that typically require human intelligence. With the explosion of available data expansion of
computing capacity, the world is witnessing rapid advancements in AI, machine learning and
deep learning, transforming almost all sectors of the economy.

India has a large young population that is skilled and eager to adopt AI. The country has been
ranked second on the Stanford AI Vibrancy Index primarily on account of its large AI-trained
workforce. Our leading technology institutes like the IITs, IIITs and NITs have the potential to be
the cradle of AI researchers and startups. India’s startups are innovating and developing
solutions with AI across education, health, financial services and other domains to solve societal
problems.

Machine Learning-based deep-learning algorithms in AI can give insights to healthcare providers
in predicting future events for patients. It can also aid in the early detection and prevention of
diseases by capturing the vitals of patients. A Bengaluru based start-up has developed a non-
invasive, AI-enabled technology to screen for early signs of breast cancer. Similarly, hospitals in
Tamil Nadu are using Machine Learning algorithms to detect diabetic retinopathy and help
address the challenge of shortage of eye doctors. For the COVID-19 response, an AI-enabled
Chatbot was used by MyGov for ensuring communications. Similarly, the Indian Council of
Medical Research (ICMR) deployed the Watson Assistant on its portal to respond to specific
queries of frontline staff and data entry operators from various testing and diagnostic facilities
across the country on COVID-19. AI-based applications have helped biopharmaceutical
companies to significantly shorten the preclinical drug identification and design process from
several years to a few days or months. This intervention has been used by pharmaceutical
companies to identify possible pharmaceutical therapies to help combat the spread of COVID19
by repurposing drugs.

AI-based solutions on water management, crop insurance and pest control are also being
developed. Technologies like image recognition, drones, and automated intelligent monitoring of
irrigation systems can help farmers kill weeds more effectively, harvest better crops and ensure
higher yields. Voice-based products with strong vernacular language support can help make
accurate information more accessible to farmers. A pilot project taken up in three districts —
Bhopal, Rajkot and Nanded — has developed an AI-based decision support platform combined
with weather sensing technology to give farm level advisories about weather forecasts and soil
moisture information to help farmers make decisions regarding water and crop management.
ICRISAT has developed an AI-power sowing app, which utilises weather models and data on
local crop yield and rainfall to more accurately predict and advise local farmers on when they
should plant their seeds. This has led to an increase in yield from 10 to 30 per cent for farmers.

https://indianexpress.com/about/cancer/
https://indianexpress.com/about/coronavirus/
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AI-based systems can also help is establishing partnerships with financial institutions with a
strong rural presence to provide farmers with access to credit.

An AI-based flood forecasting model that has been implemented in Bihar is now being expanded
to cover the whole of India to ensure that around 200 million people across 2,50,000 square
kilometres get alerts and warnings 48 hours earlier about impending floods. These alerts are
given in nine languages and are localised to specific areas and villages with adequate use of
infographics and maps to ensure that it reaches all.

The Central Board of Secondary Education has integrated AI in the school curriculum to ensure
that students passing out have the basic knowledge and skills of data science, machine learning
and artificial intelligence. The Ministry of Electronics and Information Technology (MeitY) had
launched a “Responsible AI for Youth” programme this year in April, wherein more than 11,000
students from government schools completed the basic course in AI.

As AI works for digital inclusion in India, it will have a ripple effect on economic growth and
prosperity. Analysts predict that AI can help add up to $957 billion to the Indian economy by
2035. The opportunity for AI in India is colossal, as is the scope for its implementation. By 2025,
data and AI can add over $500 billion and almost 20 million jobs to the Indian economy.

India’s “AI for All” strategy focuses on responsible AI, building AI solutions at scale with an intent
to make India the AI garage of the world — a trusted nation to which the world can outsource AI-
related work. AI solutions built in India will serve the world.

AI derives strength from data. To this end, the government is in the process of putting in place a
strong legal framework governing the data of Indians. The legislation stems from a desire to
become a highly secure and ethical AI powerhouse. India wants to build a data-rich and a data-
driven society as data, through AI, which offers limitless opportunities to improve society,
empower individuals and increase the ease of doing business.

The RAISE 2020 summit has brought together global experts to create a roadmap for
responsible AI — an action plan that can help create replicable models with a strong foundation
of ethics built-in. With the participation of more than 72,000 people from 145 countries, RAISE
2020 has become the true global platform for the exchange of ideas and thoughts for creating a
robust AI roadmap for the world.

The writer is president and CEO, NeGD, CEO MyGov and MD and CEO, Digital India
Corporation
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WHAT IS GENOME EDITING?
Relevant for: Science & Technology | Topic: Biotechnology, Genetics & Health related developments

There Are Four Different Types Of Nucleotide Possible In A Dna Sequence: Adenine, Cytosine,
Guanine And Thymine Symbolized With A, C, G And T. The Order Of These Nucleic Acids Form
The Genetic Code.  

What is it?

In a first, researchers from the Oregon Health and Science University along with colleagues in
California, China and South Korea repaired a mutation in human embryos by using a gene-
editing tool called CRISPR-Cas9.

The mutation seen in the MYBPC3 gene causes a common heart condition called hypertrophic
cardiomyopathy, which is marked by thickening of the heart muscle.

The mutation is seen in about one in 500 people and can lead to sudden death later in life. It is
an inherited cardiac disease and the presence of even one copy of the gene can cause
symptoms, which usually manifest as heart failure. Correcting the mutation in the embryo
ensures that the child is born healthy and the defective gene is not passed on to future
generations. There is currently no cure for the condition.

How did it come about?

CRISPR-Cas9 is a system used by bacterial cells to recognise and destroy viral DNA as a form
of adaptive immunity. Using components of the CRISPR system, researchers can remove, add
or alter specific DNA sequences in the genome of higher organisms.

The gene editing tool has two components — a single-guide RNA (sgRNA) that contains a
sequence that can bind to DNA, and the Cas9 enzyme which acts as a molecular scissor that
can cleave DNA. The genetic sequence of the sgRNA matches the target sequence of the DNA
that has to be edited. In order to selectively edit a desired sequence in DNA, the sgRNA is
designed to find and bind to the target.

Upon finding its target, the Cas9 enzyme swings into an active form that cuts both strands of the
target DNA. One of the two main DNA-repair pathways in the cell then gets activated to repair
the double-stranded breaks. While one of the repair mechanisms result in changes to the DNA
sequence, the other is more suitable for introducing specific sequences to enable tailored repair.
In theory, the guide RNA will only bind to the target sequence and no other regions of the
genome.

But the CRISPR-Cas9 system can also recognise and cleave different regions of the genome
than the one that was intended to be edited. These “off-target” changes are very likely to take
place when the gene-editing tool binds to DNA sequences that are very similar to the target one.
Though many studies have found few unwanted changes suggesting that the tool is probably
safe, researchers are working on safer alternatives.

Why does it matter?

Along with sperm from a man with hypertrophic cardiomyopathy, the gene-editing tool was also
introduced into eggs from 12 healthy women before fertilisation. In normal conditions, a piece of
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DNA with the correct sequence serves as a template for the repair to work, although the
efficiency can be significantly low. Instead of the repair template that was provided by the
researchers, the cells used the healthy copy of the DNA from the egg as a template. This came
as a big surprise.

Normally, if sperm from a father with one mutant copy of the gene is fertilized in vitro with normal
eggs, 50% of the embryos would inherit the condition. When the gene-editing tool was used, 42
out of the 58 embryos did not carry the mutation. The remaining 16 embryos had unwanted
additions or deletions of DNA.

Thus the probability of inheriting the healthy gene increased from 50 to 72.4%. There was no off-
target snipping of the DNA. According to Nature, “the edited embryos developed similarly to the
control embryos, with 50% reaching an early stage of development (blastocyst). This indicates
that editing does not block development.”

What next?

Clinical trials are under way in China and in the U.S. to use this tool for treating cancer. In May
this year, it was shown in mice that it is possible to shut down HIV-1 replication and even
eliminate the virus from infected cells. In agriculture, a new breed of crops that are gene-edited
will become commercially available in a few years. In February this year, the National Academy
of Sciences (NAS) and the National Academy of Medicine said scientific advances make gene
editing in human reproductive cells “a realistic possibility that deserves serious consideration.”
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SPACE ANTENNAE TO PROBE GRAVITATIONAL
WAVES

Relevant for: Science & Technology | Topic: Space Technology & related matters

A bird's eye view of Laser Interferometer Gravitational-wave Observatory (LIGO) Hanford
laboratory's laser and vacuum equipment area near Hanford, Washington.  

With the second detection of gravitational waves by the LIGO detector, the space for
experimental research on black holes using gravitational waves is expanding. Couple this with
the success of the LISA Pathfinder experiment and you have the right mix that can boost the
prospects of the evolved Laser Interferometer Space Antenna (eLISA) project.

eLISA is a spectacular plan of setting into space three spacecraft, a mother and two daughter
spacecraft, which will fly in a triangular formation, trailing the earth in its orbit around the sun at a
distance of over 50 million km. Each arm of the imaginary triangle, from the mother to each
daughter spacecraft, will measure about a million km. Inside these spacecraft will float “freely
falling” test masses – cubes with sides measuring abut 46 mm. Laser interferometers will
accurately measure changes in the distance between these cubes. If they should be affected by
a gravitational wave, the minute changes in this distance are measure by the interferometer.

Big space projects like this are usually planned well in advance, this mission is slated for 2034.
With the success of LISA pathfinder and the detection of two sets of gravitational waves by
LIGO, this may get advanced a bit.

eLISA aims to measure gravitational waves in the frequency range from 0.1mHz to about 100
mHz. To do this, it is necessary for the interferometers to have an arm length of a million
kilometres and that is impossible to achieve with an earth based setup. Hence, it is necessary to
have this elaborate experiment in space. This frequency range, from 0.1 mHz to 100 mHz, or
even 1Hz, is expected to be sensitive to a rich set of sources of gravitational waves. These
sources are such that understanding them can throw light on many problems of interest in
cosmology and astrophysics and also make possible stringent tests of General Theory of
Relativity. Many events, for example, mergers of binary black holes happening at all distances,
black holes swallowing neutron stars, even relics from the Big Bang which took place about 13.7
billion years ago, would be studied by this space antenna and the data used to build up a more
complete picture f the universe and its secrets.

However this will not displace the ground based detectors, as these would be sensitive to a
different set of frequencies. “The ground based detectors receive signals in the range 10 hertz to
a kilohertz. These will probe events in a different band,” said Bala Iyer, theoretical physicist who
has made substantial contributions to both eLISA and the LIGO projects.

The LISA Path Finder, a space experiment mean to set the path of the eLISA, recently relayed
the first set of its observations on the force between two “freely-falling” test masses in space.
The results, showing a better degree of accuracy than anticipated, augur well for the
performance of eLISA.

Indian teams have worked on the theoretical aspects of eLISA:in the theoretical aspects of
measurement of cosmological parameters; using eLISA to set constraints on dark energy
equation of state; developing techniques for time delay interferometry, and so on.
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INDIA TEST-FIRES DRDO'S 'RUDRAM': THINGS TO
KNOW ABOUT THE ANTI-RADIATION MISSILE

Relevant for: Science & Technology | Topic: Defence related developments

Union Defence Minister Rajnath Singh took to Twitter to congratulate DRDO and other
stakeholders for the test's success.

India on Friday successfully test-fired the 'Rudram' Anti-Radiation Missile, developed by
Defence Research and Development Organisation (DRDO), from a Sukhoi-30 fighter aircraft on
Wheeler Island off the coast of Odisha.

Defence Minister Rajnath Singh took to Twitter to congratulate DRDO and other stakeholders for
their 'remarkable achievement'.

The New Generation Anti-Radiation Missile (Rudram-1) which is India’s first indigenous anti-
radiation missile developed by @DRDO_India for Indian Air Force was tested successfully today
at ITR,Balasore. Congratulations to DRDO & other stakeholders for this remarkable
achievement.

"The New Generation Anti-Radiation Missile (Rudram-1) which is India's first indigenous anti-
radiation missile developed by DRDO for Indian Air Force was tested successfully today at ITR,
Balasore. Congratulations to DRDO & other stakeholders for this remarkable achievement,"
Rajnath Singh wrote.

Quick facts about Rudram

A few days back, India successfully flight tested the Supersonic Missile Assisted Release of
Torpedo (SMART) from Wheeler Island off the coast of Odisha. SMART is a missile assisted
release of lightweight Anti-Submarine Torpedo System for anti-submarine warfare (ASW)
operations for far beyond torpedo range. This launch and demonstration are significant in
establishing ASW capabilities.
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AI ASSISTS NASA TO SPOT CRATERS ON MARS
Relevant for: Science & Technology | Topic: Space Technology & related matters

The HiRISE camera aboard NASA's Mars Reconnaissance Orbiter took this image of a crater
cluster on Mars. | Picture by special arrangement.  

(Subscribe to our Today's Cache newsletter for a quick snapshot of top 5 tech stories.
Click here to subscribe for free.)

Last week, NASA said it spotted previously unknown craters on Mars with the help of artificial
intelligence (AI) for the first time.

The space agency developed an AI tool to analyse images captured by NASA's Mars
Reconnaissance Orbiter (MRO), which led to the discovery.

Scientists identified craters made by pieces of a meteor on the red planet. The largest of the
craters is about 13-feet (4 meters) wide, and in total, the craters span about 100 feet (30 meters)
of the planet's surface, NASA said in a statement.

MRO has been orbiting the planet for 14 years, and its data has been used to locate more than
1,000 new craters.

NASA to test autonomous landing system for Moon, Mars

Scientists used a two-step process to confirm the craters on the red planet.

First, they deployed AI to take a look at orbiter's Context Camera's low-resolution images and
analyse if they captured any craters. Then, using HiRISE instrument, they verified the images
picked by the AI.

NASA says, the instrument is capable of showing details as fine as the tracks left by the
Curiosity Mars rover. However, it takes about 40 minutes for a researcher to thoroughly examine
a single Context Camera image, while the AI tool takes an average of five seconds to do it.

IBM makes two of its space tech projects free to use

On August 26, HiRISE confirmed that a dark smudge detected by the classifier in a region called
Noctis Fossae was in fact the cluster of craters, the space agency noted.

The AI tool was trained using a small set of images from the Context Camera, including
locations, with previously discovered impacts, and with no fresh impacts. Later, it was used to
scan the camera's entire repository of over one lakh images.

“AI can't do the kind of skilled analysis a scientist can,” Kiri Wagstaff, JPL computer scientist,
said. “But tools like this new algorithm can be their assistants. This paves the way for an exciting
symbiosis of human and AI ‘investigators’ working together to accelerate scientific discovery.”
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GENE EDITING, THE GOOD FIRST AND THEN THE
WORRIES

Relevant for: Science & Technology | Topic: Biotechnology, Genetics & Health related developments

The Nobel Prize in Chemistry for 2020  which was announced on October 7, Wednesday, has
two women scientists as its recipients. That, in it, is a first in the sciences. Emmanuelle
Charpentier, a French microbiologist working at the Max Planck Unit for the Science of
Pathogens in Berlin, Germany, and Jennifer A. Doudna, a biochemist from the University of
California, Berkeley, U.S. shared the honour “for the development of a method for genome
editing”.

The two scientists have pioneered the use of CRISPR (Clustered Regularly Interspaced Short
Palindromic Repeats) – Cas9 (CRISPR-associated protein 9) system as a gene-editing tool. In a
short period of eight years since its discovery, the method has already made a significant impact
in biology, medicine, and agriculture. It is not often that one sees practical applications of
scientific findings in such a short time. The only other work with such a quick and revolutionary
impact, is PCR (polymerase chain reaction) invented by Kary Mullis in 1983.

The Nobel Prize as the most coveted prize, especially in science, often attracts controversy; this
year too is no exception.

The discovery of CRISPR can be traced back to 1987. This was when a group of Japanese
researchers observed an unusual homologous DNA sequence bearing direct repeats with
spacing in a eubacterial gene. Several important discoveries followed. In subsequent years,
Francisco Mojica, Rodolphe Barrangou, Luciano Marraffini and Erik Sontheimer discovered
CRISPR and showed it to be a bacterial adaptive immune system and to act on DNA targets. A
notable discovery on the use of CRISPR as a gene-editing tool was by a Lithuanian biochemist,
Virginijus Šikšnys, in 2012. Šikšnys showed that Cas9 could cut purified DNA in a test tube, the
same discovery for which both Charpentier and Doudna were given the credit.

Thus, the conspicuous exclusion of Siksnys from this year’s Nobel, especially when the Nobel
Prize can be given to three individuals (the will of Alfred Nobel has it that the Prize can only be
shared among a maximum of three individuals), is going to raise discussions. This is especially
noteworthy when Siksnys along with Charpentier and Doudna shared another coveted award,
the Kavli Prize for Nanoscience, in 2018. However, the Nobel committee recognised Charpentier
and Doudna as the sole discovers for programming a Cas9 protein to cut a piece of DNA at a
specific site with the help of a small piece of RNA, thereby proving the ability of CRISPR-Cas9 to
function as a gene-editing tool.

Other notable early contributors to the field that many believe deserve mention are Feng Zhang
of Broad Institute of MIT-Harvard and George Church of Harvard. Feng Zhang, a past
postdoctoral fellow in Church lab, and Church himself, the named inventor of many genome
science methods, have made several early contributions to the field. These notable exclusions
may raise controversy, but Church described the reason for the exclusion best. He saw it this
way — that Charpentier and Doudna made a discovery, which is what the committee prefers to
reward, and he and Zhang were inventors.

In the male-dominated world of science, this year’s Nobel chemistry prize should be widely
celebrated worldwide. The recognition that Charpentier and Doudna’s work has received will
encourage women to take up science as a career, despite the hard struggle to balance family

https://www.nobelprize.org/prizes/chemistry/2020/summary/
http://kavliprize.org/prizes-and-laureates/prizes/2018-kavli-prize-nanoscience
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life and an arduous life in a scientific career. Although CRISPR became a household name for
its ease of use, other systems discovered before CRISPR can cleave DNA at specific sites, an
example being the Zinc-finger nucleases. In this, Dana Carroll, who developed the system, is
another notable exclusion from this year’s chemistry prize. It would have been an excellent and
befitting reply to all who say that women cannot compete with men in science if the Nobel
committee had named Carroll alongside Charpentier and Doudna.

In India, there is a long way to go before realising the utility of gene editing for therapeutic
applications. That said, we cannot be complacent and wait for a rogue individual or entity to try it
out in humans. The world was alarmed by such a mission in 2018 when Chinese scientist He
Jiankui edited genes in human embryos using the CRISPR-Cas9 system that were subsequently
implanted and resulted in the birth of twin girls. He claimed this was ostensibly to prevent them
from contracting HIV, and the incident became known as the case of the first gene-edited babies
of the world. Following a global outcry, the World Health Organization formed a panel of gene-
editing experts which said “a central registry of all human genome editing research was needed
in order to create an open and transparent database of ongoing work”. It called upon WHO “to
start setting up such a registry immediately”.

In India, several rules, guidelines, and policies backed by the “Rules for the Manufacture, Use,
Import, Export and Storage of Hazardous Microorganisms/Genetically Engineered Organisms or
Cells, 1989” notified under the Environment Protection Act, 1986, regulate genetically modified
organisms. The above Act and the National Ethical Guidelines for Biomedical and Health
Research involving human participants, 2017, by the Indian Council of Medical Research
(ICMR), and the Biomedical and Health Research Regulation Bill implies regulation of the gene-
editing process. This is especially so in the usage of its language “modification, deletion or
removal of parts of heritable material”. However, there is no explicit mention of the term gene
editing. It is time that India came up with a specific law to ban germline editing and put out
guidelines for conducting gene-editing research giving rise to modified organisms.

Binay Panda is a Professor of Biotechnology at the Jawaharlal Nehru University, New Delhi
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To reassure Indian Muslims, the PM needs to state that the govt. will not conduct an exercise
like NRC
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NEW INTERNET PROTOCOL: REDESIGNING THE
INTERNET WITH CHINESE CHARACTERISTICS?

Relevant for: Science & Technology | Topic: IT, Internet and Communications

More from the author

The radical idea of a New Internet Protocol (IP), replacing the prevalent TCP/IP (Transmission
Control Protocol and Internet Protocol), was put forward together by Huawei, the Chinese
Ministry of Industry and Information Technology, and the state-owned telecom service providers
China Mobile and China Unicom to the Telecommunication Standardization Advisory Group
(TSAG) of the International Telecommunication Union (Telecommunication Standardization
Sector [ITU-T]) in September 2019.1 The proposal stirred up a hornet’s nest. Trying to champion
this idea, Huawei proposed a new suit of network protocol for 5G and beyond to the ITU-T,
highlighting the limitations of the existing Internet infrastructure to meet the specific requirements
of bandwidth, latency and service assurance in the face of next-generation applications such as
holographic tele-presence, industrial Internet, and autonomous vehicles.2 It also made a
demonstration to the Focus Group on Technologies for Network 2030 (FG NET-2030),
convened under the Study Group-13 of the ITU-T and chaired by Richard Li, who also happens
to be the Chief Scientist at Huawei’s research and development (R&D) arm,
Futurewei Technologies. The Focus Group, established soon after Richard Li made a call for it
in July 2018 at an ITU 5G Workshop,3 is investigating the architecture that could meet the
requirements and demands of forward-looking scenarios.4 The very idea of a New IP has faced
sharp criticism especially from the Internet Engineering Task Force (IETF), the premier
Internet standards organisation which remains an open international community of network
designers, operators, vendors, and researchers who make voluntary contribution to the
development of technical standards for the Internet. It has been termed “harmful”, “threatening”,
and against the ethos of the Internet, questioning the very need of a New IP and the unstated
intentions behind the idea.

The Internet of today is very different from what it was envisaged to be four decades ago, be it
the utility, user base, scope, or its global spread. The metamorphosis of an idea conceived to
allow the American military establishment to sustain communications in the event of a nuclear
attack at the heights of the Cold War to a small network of a handful of universities and research
institutions, and then to its present form where it touches the lives of 60 per cent of the world’s
population, has been an outcome of a unique collaborative effort and staunch belief in
openness, trust, and shared responsibility. Standardisation of technology has further stimulated
the global expansion and reach of the Internet. The TCP/IP, for instance, way back in 1983
standardised how data is transmitted between multiple heterogeneous networks. The never-
ending quest for futuristic applications and the ever-increasing need for higher bandwidth and
enhanced security, performance, and quality-of-service continue to expand the technology
infrastructure underpinning Internet.

China’s desire to be at the fore-front of the race in networking/communications technology, be it
5G or the Internet in this case, arises from its deep-rooted and enduring resentment with the
present state of affairs. Having been left out from the development process of the present
generation of networks, China often protests about the unfair allocation of IP resources and the
inability to enforce a centralised control on the Internet. It basically had no say in the overall
design and development of these technologies and their corresponding Standards. To overcome
this handicap, China initiated state-backed research on next-generation networks, which
includes telecommunication networks and the Internet, towards the end of the 1990s. The

/taxonomy/term/1939
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flagship China Next-Generation Internet (CNGI) project spearheaded by the National
Development and Reform Commission oversees the country’s complete transition to an IPv6-
based network and research on network security issues. The National Medium to Long-term
Plan for the Development of Science and Technology (2005-2020) identified next-generation
networks as one of the priority areas. The 12th Five-Year Plan recognised next-generation
mobile communication and next-generation Internet as strategic emerging sectors, and 13th
Five-Year Plan committed to push forward research in 5G mobile networks and the next-
generation Internet.

Looking beyond the 5G horizon, China has set its eye on the revamp of the Internet. The
proposal made by Huawei at the September 2019 meeting of the TSAG argues that the current
network was designed only for telephones and computers and it falls short in not just meeting
the requirements of the future but also in connecting a diverse nature of networks such as
space-terrestrial, Internet of Things and industrial networks. It claimed that the current network
systems risk becoming “islands of networks” and sought a better security and trust model for the
future networks.5 The proposal made a strong recommendation to the ITU-T that it should
“consider designing a new information and communications network with new protocol system”;
“pay more attention to the new future network research with New IP protocol system”;  and
“shoulder the responsibility of a top-down design for the future network”. Huawei followed up
with a detailed tutorial which delved into the requirements of space-terrestrial networks, intrinsic
security, heterogeneous networks, and deterministic forwarding; shedding light on new research
directions such as New IP, Diversity Addressing, Customised Request for Networks and New
Transport Technologies.6

The IETF, its parent body, the Internet Society, and other entities and individuals involved
closely with the development and maintenance of Internet Standards for decades have criticised
the idea of a New IP, refuting most of the concerns raised in Huawei’s proposal to the TSAG. A
discussion paper from the Internet Society outright dismisses the case of New IP, contending
that interconnecting heterogeneous networks is the core design goal of the evolution of Internet
and the TCP/IP for that matter was built specifically to meet that purpose.7 There is nothing
much novel about the research directions either, as a lot of the listed areas are already under
research or under consideration at IEEE (Time Sensitive Networking Task Group), IETF
(Deterministic Networking and Reliable and Available Wireless working groups), 3GPP, SG15 of
ITU-T and the Internet Research Task Force.8

The IETF in its formal response opposed the monolithic nature and the top-down approach of
the New IP, even calling it “harmful” from the point of view of interconnection and
interoperability—quite contrary to the very first argument made in the support of the New IP.
IETF reminded that it is already engaged in resolving issues related to latency as early as
1990s, and it has covered vast grounds in the integration of terrestrial and satellite networks,
Transport Layer Security, Deterministic Networking, and Low Latency, Low Loss, Scalable
Networks.9 The key point IETF emphasised on is that the requirements for extensions or
modifications to IETF technologies, TCP/IP for instance, must be first discussed with the IETF,
urging the ITU-T not to accept such proposals on which IETF has not deliberated on.10

The evolution and the subsequent success of the Internet as a technology are credited to the
endless efforts made by voluntary groups in open platforms based on rough consensus. This
working-model for the development of technology and governance of resources had never been
experimented with earlier, and it continued to evolve and mature with time into what is now
known as multi-stakeholder approach. China and the entities building futuristic scenarios might
well be within their rights to pitch forward-looking ideas and advance research in that direction. It
would also be inappropriate to stifle futuristic research and deem an idea to be a threat based
solely on the country of origin of the entity proposing it. However, the organisations, structures
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and approaches which have nurtured the Internet till date should not be tampered with. The
ideas departing from the fundamental values of openness, transparency and user-centricity or
detrimental to the ethos of the Internet should be resisted. The development of the Internet is a
collaborative approach, and therefore, overlapping and duplication of efforts is completely
unwarranted.

It is hard to ascertain whether the idea of a New IP is backed by technology vision or political
ambitions. China’s endorsement of a multilateral approach to Internet governance is well-known.
Pursuing the idea of New IP at the ITU-T is completely in line with China’s preference for a
multilateral approach, and runs right opposite to the prevalent approach to the development of
Standards. Being a multilateral body, the ITU is susceptible to political influences, unlike the
IETF where decisions are made purely on technical grounds. Moreover, China’s ambitions to
reach the “commanding heights” in scientific and technological competition and to build “China
into a cyber power” have been expressed time and again. The New IP essentially clears the way
for China to finally “have a say” in the technical and governance matters pertaining to the
Internet. China finds this an opportune time to mould the future networks aligned with its vision,
values and ideology. It also gives the opportunity to incorporate security features which reinforce
state control and censorship on the networks of the future.

All eyes are now on the World Telecommunication Standardization Assembly (WTSA-20), to be
held from 23 February to 5 March 2021 in Hyderabad. Held every four years, WTSA defines the
next period of study for ITU-T. Huawei’s proposal has recommended to the ITU-T to include
New IP in the next study period. China succeeding in either convincing or influencing the ITU to
initiate research on the New IP has the potential to not just alter the status quo, but also splinter
the Internet into “islands” which may not really be interoperable, as feared by the IETF in its
response. In the meantime, the Department of Telecommunications of the Government of India
floated a white paper on the New IP in the first week of October, calling for a non-public
consultation to evaluate the ideas and technology solutions discussed in the New IP proposal
vis-à-vis existing technology and standards.

Views expressed are of the author and do not necessarily reflect the views of the Manohar
Parrikar IDSA or of the Government of India.
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MOLECULAR COMPUTING: DNA-INSPIRED ADVANCED
COMPUTERS

Relevant for: Science & Technology | Topic: Computer Technology incl. 3-D Printing

The small electronics are crucial to developing more advanced computers by replacing silicon
chips with molecules.   | Photo Credit: Special Arrangement

(Subscribe to our Today's Cache newsletter for a quick snapshot of top 5 tech stories. Click here
to subscribe for free.)

Researchers at Yale University have developed a single-molecule switch, a device that could be
key to the future of molecular or small computers.

Single-molecule-electret, the switching device could serve as a platform for small non-volatile
storage devices such as Read-only-memory (ROM). These small electronics are crucial to
developing more advanced computers by replacing silicon chips with molecules.

Most electrets are made of materials that produce the sound in speakers and the pairs of
opposite electric charges line up in the same direction. By applying an electric field, their
directions can be reversed. The attempt has always been to make these electrets as small as
possible.

Mark Reed, the Harold Hodgkinson Professor of Electrical Engineering & Applied Physics at
Yale University demonstrated a single-molecule electret with a functional memory. His work,
along with research of colleagues at Nanjing University, Renmin University, Xiamen University,
and Rensselaer Polytechnic Institute, were published in Nature Nanotechnology.

What is Molecular Computing?

Molecular computing is the science of using DNA, biochemistry and molecular biology hardware
to build a computer. Instead of using silicon, scientists attempt running software with liquids, test
tubes and living cells to reduce the size of circuits as much as possible.

Why replace Silicon?

Silicon microprocessors have been around in the computing world for more than four decades.
But to build smaller computers, circuits need to be miniaturized. So, while reducing the size of
the circuits, current flowing through the transistor starts leaking into other components, thereby,
faulting the circuit and making it useless.

So, researchers are highlighting the idea of molecular computing due to its potential to pack
more circuitry at cheaper cost onto a microchip than silicon. Few nanometres in size, molecules
make it possible to manufacture chip sets that can hold trillions of switches and components in
them.

What can replace Silicon?

Scientists are working on different possibilities, including DNA to replace silicon for molecular
computing. It could be a breakthrough technology since a single copy of DNA sequence is large
enough to print an entire encyclopaedia out of it.

https://www.thehindu.com/profile/photographers/Special-Arrangement/
https://www.thehindu.com/newsletter-subscription/article31890941.ece
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DNA computing came into light in 1994 when American computer scientist Loenard Adleman
used tools of molecular biology to solve a difficult computational problem. It was said that the
method had the potential to outperform electronic computers.

DNA enables scientists to manipulate its solutions and work on millions of strands together in
the laboratory. Just as computer stores information in the form of bits, DNA molecules are
nothing but strings of Adenine, Guanine, Cytosine, and Thymine. These four bits together can
hold large amount of data.

It could be interpreted as a software that builds a human being from a single cell. DNA holds no
limit to power since more the number of molecules, greater is its strength. Unlike traditional
computers, DNA computing can carry out million of operations at the same time.

For instance, a single cubic centimetre with 10 trillion DNA molecules could perform 10 trillion
calculations at once while holding 10 terabytes of data. It is also viewed as a complement of
quantum computing.

However, the number of possible solutions grow exponentially with the size of problems so even
small problems would require large volumes of DNA to represent all possible answers.

There’s a long way to go before it could be achieved but the degree of miniaturization offered by
DNA could be key to the future of molecular computing.

Along with DNA computing, others biological computing methods include membrane calculation,
evolutionary calculation and virus calculation.

Where will it be used?

The early DNA computers are unlikely to replace silicon soon, but it will be used for advanced
calculations and powerful computing by national governments. In addition to this, it could also
lead to better understanding of other biological processes.
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Your support for our journalism is invaluable. It’s a support for truth and fairness in journalism. It
has helped us keep apace with events and happenings.

The Hindu has always stood for journalism that is in the public interest. At this difficult time, it
becomes even more important that we have access to information that has a bearing on our
health and well-being, our lives, and livelihoods. As a subscriber, you are not only a beneficiary
of our work but also its enabler.
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BRAHMOS SUPERSONIC CRUISE MISSILE
SUCCESSFULLY TEST FIRED FROM INS CHENNAI

Relevant for: Science & Technology | Topic: Defence related developments

BrahMos supersonic cruise missile was successfully test fired on Sunday from the Indian Navy's
indigenously-built stealth destroyer INS Chennai, hitting a target in the Arabian Sea, the Defence
Research and Development Organisation (DRDO) said on Sunday.

The missile hit the target successfully with pin-point accuracy after performing high-level and
extremely complex manoeuvres.

"BRAHMOS, the supersonic cruise missile was successfully test fired today on 18th October
2020 from Indian Navy’s indigenously-built stealth destroyer INS Chennai, hitting a target in the
Arabian Sea. The missile hit the target successfully with pin-point accuracy," the DRDO said in a
tweet.

BRAHMOS, the supersonic cruise missile was successfully test fired today on 18th October
2020 from Indian Navy’s indigenously-built stealth destroyer
INS Chennai, hitting a target in the Arabian Sea. The missile hit the target successfully with pin-
point accuracy.

Defence minister Rajnath Singh congratulated DRDO, BrahMos and Indian Navy for the
successful launch.

BrahMos as 'prime strike weapon' will ensure the warship's invincibility by engaging naval
surface targets at long ranges, thus making the destroyer another lethal platform of Indian Navy.

The highly versatile BrahMos has been jointly designed, developed and produced by India and
Russia.
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INDIA PROGRESSING RAPIDLY TOWARDS THE GOAL
OF INDIGENOUSLY MADE SUPERCOMPUTERS

Relevant for: Science & Technology | Topic: Computer Technology incl. 3-D Printing

India is fast expanding its supercomputer facilities and developing the capacity to manufacture
its own supercomputers in the country.

The National Super Computing Mission (NSM) is rapidly boosting high power computing in the
country through its various phases to meet the increasing computational demands of academia,
researchers, MSMEs, and startups in areas like oil exploration, flood prediction as also
genomics, and drug discovery.

With the infrastructure planned in NSM Phase-I already installed and much of Phase-II in place,
the network of supercomputers through the country will soon reach to around 16 Petaflops (PF).
Phase-III, to be initiated in January 2021, will take the computing speed to around 45 Petaflops.

NSM is jointly steered by the Ministry of Electronics and IT (MeitY) and Department of Science
and Technology (DST) and implemented by the Centre for Development of Advanced
Computing (C-DAC), Pune and the Indian Institute of Science (IISc), Bengaluru.

Param Shivay, the first supercomputer assembled indigenously, was installed in IIT
(BHU), followed by Param Shakti and Param Brahma at IIT-Kharagpur and IISER, Pune,
respectively.

Thereafter supercomputing facilities were set up in two more institutions, and one is being set up
in Phase-I, ramping up high power computing speed to 6.6 PF under Phase-1. In Phase-II, 8
more institutions will be equipped with supercomputing facilities by April 2021, with a total of 10
PF compute capacity. MoUs have been signed with total 14 premier institutions of India for
establishing Supercomputing Infrastructure with Assembly and Manufacturing in India. These
include IITs, NITs, National Labs, and IISERs. Some of these have already been installed, and
some more will be done by December this year. The Phase-II installations will be completed by
April 2021.

Work on Phase-III will start in 2021 and will include three systems of 3 PF each and one system
of 20PF as a national facility.

The three phases will provide access to High-Performance Computing (HPC) Facilities to
around 75 institutions and more than thousands of active researchers, academicians working
through Nation Knowledge Network (NKN) - the backbone for supercomputing systems.

HPC and Artificial Intelligence (AI) have converged together. A 100 AI PF Artificial Intelligence
supercomputing system is being created and installed in C-DAC, which can handle incredibly
large-scale AI workloads increasing the speed of computing-related to AI several times.

The mission has also created the next generation of supercomputer experts by training more
than 2400 supercomputing manpower and faculties till date.

Indigenous capability

Powered by the NSM, India’s network of research institutions, in collaboration with the industry,
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is scaling up the technology and manufacturing capability to make more and more parts in India.
While in Phase-I, 30 percent value addition is done in India, that has been scaled up to 40
percent in Phase-II.

Efforts are being made to design and develop parts like server board, interconnect, processor,
system software libraries, storage, and HPC-AI converged accelerator domestically.

India has developed an Indigenous server (Rudra), which can meet the HPC requirements of
all governments and PSUs. This is the first time that a server system was made in India, along
with the full software stack developed by C-DAC.

Experts said that the pace at which things are moving forward, we may soon have the
motherboards and sub-systems manufactured in India, making the supercomputers indigenously
designed and manufactured.

Such indigenously designed systems with most parts designed and manufactured in India will be
installed at places like IIT-Mumbai, IIT-Chennai, and Inter-University Accelerator Centre (IUAC)
at Delhi, C-DAC, Pune, which are covered under Phase-III and help move towards
supercomputers developed and manufactured totally in India paving the way for self-reliance in
the field.  
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India is fast expanding its supercomputer facilities and developing the capacity to manufacture
its own supercomputers in the country.

The National Super Computing Mission (NSM) is rapidly boosting high power computing in the
country through its various phases to meet the increasing computational demands of academia,
researchers, MSMEs, and startups in areas like oil exploration, flood prediction as also
genomics, and drug discovery.

With the infrastructure planned in NSM Phase-I already installed and much of Phase-II in place,
the network of supercomputers through the country will soon reach to around 16 Petaflops (PF).
Phase-III, to be initiated in January 2021, will take the computing speed to around 45 Petaflops.

NSM is jointly steered by the Ministry of Electronics and IT (MeitY) and Department of Science
and Technology (DST) and implemented by the Centre for Development of Advanced
Computing (C-DAC), Pune and the Indian Institute of Science (IISc), Bengaluru.

Param Shivay, the first supercomputer assembled indigenously, was installed in IIT
(BHU), followed by Param Shakti and Param Brahma at IIT-Kharagpur and IISER, Pune,
respectively.

Thereafter supercomputing facilities were set up in two more institutions, and one is being set up
in Phase-I, ramping up high power computing speed to 6.6 PF under Phase-1. In Phase-II, 8
more institutions will be equipped with supercomputing facilities by April 2021, with a total of 10
PF compute capacity. MoUs have been signed with total 14 premier institutions of India for
establishing Supercomputing Infrastructure with Assembly and Manufacturing in India. These
include IITs, NITs, National Labs, and IISERs. Some of these have already been installed, and
some more will be done by December this year. The Phase-II installations will be completed by
April 2021.

Work on Phase-III will start in 2021 and will include three systems of 3 PF each and one system
of 20PF as a national facility.

The three phases will provide access to High-Performance Computing (HPC) Facilities to
around 75 institutions and more than thousands of active researchers, academicians working
through Nation Knowledge Network (NKN) - the backbone for supercomputing systems.

HPC and Artificial Intelligence (AI) have converged together. A 100 AI PF Artificial Intelligence
supercomputing system is being created and installed in C-DAC, which can handle incredibly
large-scale AI workloads increasing the speed of computing-related to AI several times.

The mission has also created the next generation of supercomputer experts by training more
than 2400 supercomputing manpower and faculties till date.

Indigenous capability
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Powered by the NSM, India’s network of research institutions, in collaboration with the industry,
is scaling up the technology and manufacturing capability to make more and more parts in India.
While in Phase-I, 30 percent value addition is done in India, that has been scaled up to 40
percent in Phase-II.

Efforts are being made to design and develop parts like server board, interconnect, processor,
system software libraries, storage, and HPC-AI converged accelerator domestically.

India has developed an Indigenous server (Rudra), which can meet the HPC requirements of
all governments and PSUs. This is the first time that a server system was made in India, along
with the full software stack developed by C-DAC.

Experts said that the pace at which things are moving forward, we may soon have the
motherboards and sub-systems manufactured in India, making the supercomputers indigenously
designed and manufactured.

Such indigenously designed systems with most parts designed and manufactured in India will be
installed at places like IIT-Mumbai, IIT-Chennai, and Inter-University Accelerator Centre (IUAC)
at Delhi, C-DAC, Pune, which are covered under Phase-III and help move towards
supercomputers developed and manufactured totally in India paving the way for self-reliance in
the field.  
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Source : www.thehindu.com Date : 2020-10-25

ROOM TEMPERATURE SUPERCONDUCTIVITY,
POSSIBLE BUT UNDER SEVERE PRESSURE
Relevant for: Science & Technology | Topic: Science and Technology- developments and their applications and

effects in everyday life

Cool lab: A diamond anvil cell (blue box) was used to produce the high pressure of 2.6 million
atmospheres.   | Photo Credit: J. Adam Fenster

Starting from hydrogen sulphide, infamous for its rotten-egg smell, a group of researchers at
University of Rochester, Intel corporation and University of Nevada in the U.S. have created a
material that is superconducting at 15 degrees Celsius. That is, it shows zero resistance to the
flow of electricity through it. Such a material would have hitherto unheard of applications from
power supplies to quantum computers. The only caveat is that it needs ultrahigh pressure of
about 2 million atmospheres to achieve this transition, putting off any thoughts of application to
the future. The research, published in Nature, has sparked off animated discussions in the world
of physics.

“Ever since Wigner and Huntington (1935) predicted that solid hydrogen can be metallised by
application of a pressure of about 25 Gigapascal (GPa), the high-pressure physics community
has been after metallisation of hydrogen,” says G. Baskaran, Distinguished Professor of Physics
at IIT Madras and Distinguished Visiting Research Chair at Perimeter Institute, Waterloo,
Canada, who is an expert in the field of superconductivity. “Ashcroft (1968) gave a new impetus
to this search and suggested that within conventional BCS mechanism of superconductivity, in
view of light mass of H atom, superconducting Tc of metallic hydrogen will reach room
temperature scales,” explains Prof. Baskaran

In 2015, a breakthrough happened when a group led by M.I. Eremets managed to apply
pressure on hydrogen sulphide and get a superconductor at 200 kelvin (minus 73 degrees
Celsius). Prof. Baskaran adds, “It was followed by superconductivity in few more hydride
superconductors. Until recently, the record holder was Lanthanum superhydride (LaH10). Its Tc
is about 250 K, which is room temperatures in polar regions!”.

The researchers made three tests to verify that this phase was indeed a superconductor: First,
they measured resistance as a function of temperature and found that it did fall to a vanishingly
small value below the critical temperature, Tc. A true superconductor would, if placed in a
magnetic field, try to push out the field from its interior. This is called perfect diamagnetism, and
the group ascertained that the magnetic susceptibility was that of a diamagnet.

Thirdly, it is known that sufficiently high magnetic fields can destroy superconductivity in a
material. The researchers applied high magnetic fields up to 9 tesla and showed the
suppression of the transition temperature to lower and lower values as the magnetic field
increased. If you extrapolate this relationship, they show that at around 62 tesla the magnetic
field would destroy the superconductivity completely.

Commenting on the high pressure that was needed to create this material, Ranga P. Dias, from
the University of Rochester and the corresponding author of the paper, says in an email to The
Hindu that the pressure they needed was 267 Gigapascals, or 2.6 million atmospheres. “The
pressure at the centre of the Earth is 360 GPa, so it is 75% of the pressure at centre of the
Earth,” he adds.

https://www.thehindu.com/profile/photographers/J-Adam-Fenster/
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They achieved this by squeezing a tiny volume of the substance between the jaws of a diamond
anvil. “We have broken many diamonds. It’s very challenging to keep this material to very high
pressure because of the hydrogen diffusion,” he reveals.

While they know that the substance is a metal in the normal state, they do not know much about
its structure. This is because it is needed to study it using x-ray diffraction and that does not
work in this system. “The next challenge will be to produce these materials that are stable (or
metastable) at ambient pressure via ‘compositional tuning’ so they will be even more economical
to mass produce,” says Dr. Dias.
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